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 Due to the extensive use of color images, the image segmentation is of utmost 

importance. Medicine, sites content diagnosis, skin detection in images, filtering 

unethical sites and etc. are the functions of this technique. Time of performing 
segmentation algorithms is very important in real applications. Using an algorithm that 

has done the color image segmentation with best quality but has not a high execution 

time is virtually impossible in many applications (time-sensitive). One method of color 
image segmentation is an algorithm that uses fuzzy color classification to do the 

segmentation process in HSL space. This algorithm is of high quality. Color image 
segmentation using fuzzy classification, is a classification method based on the pixels. 

In this paper, for segmentation of color images, a fuzzy inference system is designed 

based on expert knowledge that has provided satisfactory results due to the image. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Segmentation of color images is one of the important issues in the field of image processing. Segmentation 

of color images separates similar areas in terms of color and divides the image into uniform pieces. 

Segmentation is an important process used in image analysis and recognition.  

 Among the applications of color image segmentation are [1] application in medicine, sites content 

diagnosis, skin detection in images, filtering unethical sites. For color image segmentation, different methods 

have been proposed such as the support vector machine, histogram methods and fuzzy methods. [1]. 

 In histogram methods, segmentation is based on color similarity and is carried out in many algorithms 

based on region. Image segmentation techniques using color can be placed in four categories: segmentation 

based on pixel [2], segmentation based on edge detection [4], combinational segmentation based on edge and 

area [5], segmentation based on Clustering [6]. Segmentation of color images using fuzzy clustering is one of 

the segmentation methods based on pixels. Thus, the fuzzy system determines the color of each pixel.  

 Various color spaces like HSL, YIQ, HSL, and RGB are used in image processing [1]. Despite the fact that 

the storage and display of digital images are done in RGB color space, the presence of three unique features of 

color, saturation and brightness in color model HSL and the ability to separate them from one another, are the 

reasons that cause the consideration of this color model over other models considered [17]..  

 HSL color space is presented in Section 1. Section 2 describes the designed fuzzy system, Section 3 

describes the simulation and the results of this algorithm applied to color images. Section 4 is devoted to 

conclusions. 

 

HSL color space: 

 This space is one of the best color spaces for segmentation algorithms. Three characteristics of color 

perception, color, saturation and brightness are not in any of the color models such as RGB. [1]. These features 

cause this model to be very similar to the human visual system. HSL color space is used in this model and the 

input images can be obtained by the appropriate transformations of RGB color space. [1]. 
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Fig. 1: HSL color space and its components [10] 

 

HSL to RGB color space conversion: 

 Parameters S, L and H that form a color space with the same name are created respectively from formulas 

1, 2 and 3. In the above formula, B, G and R are the isolated matrix in the RGB color space.  
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Designed Fuzzy Inference System: 

 Fuzzy classification is a supervised learning method based on the pixels that can be used in color image 

segmentation. The fuzzy system consists of three fuzzy sets H, S, L. The input parameters of Fuzzy system are 

the parameters H, S, L of the pixel color image. In this system, each color pixel of the input image is placed in a 

bunch of colors using the membership functions and fuzzy rules. For example, fuzzy set H can be displayed 

with 10 functions. Membership functions can be different types such as trapezoidal, bell, triangle, and Gaussian. 

The figure below shows an example of membership functions of fuzzy set H. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Partition H after using trapezoidal membership functions [10] 

 

 Each membership function has specific parameters, e.g. trapezoidal function needs 4 parameters of, a, b, 

and.  
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Fig. 3: Trapezoidal membership function [10] 

 

 The other two dimensions, S, L have no color and describe the color. Each vector is divided into three parts 

of weak, moderate and strong. Three membership functions for dimension S and three membership functions for 

dimension L are considered. Figures 4 and 5. 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: Fuzzy membership functions for S [10] 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Fuzzy membership functions for L [10] 

 

 Two vectors are combined together and are considered as a two-dimensional graph. By combining these 

two vectors, 9 areas of color description are obtained. (Fig. 6). 

 

 
 

Fig. 6: Color description [10] 

 

 Each region of the color description has a membership function. But with the difference that the 

membership functions should cover L and S. So we can draw the membership functions in three-dimensional 

space (Figure 7). 
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Fig. 7: Trapezoid membership functions L, S [10] 

 

 The three functions of membership for dimension S and three membership functions for dimension L are 

considered. The combination of fuzzy sets is shown in the following Fig. 

 

 
 

Fig. 8: Fuzzy sets L, S[Borji and Hamidi, 2007] 

 

 Each fuzzy rule is represented as follows: 

1  j1 2 j2 m jm 1 2 m j
-

j

j th  rule :

if   x is  A    and  x   is  A   and ... and x   is  A then  x (x ,x ,...,x )  belongs  to class  H

with   CF CF         j 1,2,...,R





 

 R is the number of fuzzy rules, m is the number of input dimensions, jH  is the laws output, M is the 

groups of color, and jCF =[0 1] is the certainty coefficient of j-th law. Membership degree of the fuzzy set is 

calculated based on the membership function of fuzzy set. In Tables 1 and 2, the specifications of the designed 

system are fully presented. 

 
Table 1: Properties of designed fuzzy systems. 

Mamdani Type of System 

3 Number of inputs 

Sets of H,S,L inputs 

1 Number of outputs 

pixel classification Based on color outputs 

90 Number of Law 

Minimum combination And operator between the Statements prior fuzzy rules 

center of gravity Non-fuzzy output method 
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Table 2: Input – output characteristics of system. 

Type of membership function Number of membership 

functions 

Range of changes Input – output 

Triangle - trapezoidal 10 ]360    0[ First input/Set H 

Triangle - trapezoidal 3 ]1    0[ second input/Set S 

Triangle - trapezoidal 3 ]1    0[ third input/Set L 

Triangle 81 ]81     0[ Output-  pixel classification Based on 
color 

 

Simulation: 

 For simulation, two approaches can be taken; one approach is to design a fuzzy inference system with rules 

that have been manually created. The second approach is to randomly generate the rules and reduce them using 

the optimization algorithm. In this paper, the first approach is used. 

 System output contains all possible combinations of H, S, L and H has 10 membership functions and H, S 

also include three membership functions. This system output has 81 membership functions. The first output 

includes light red, the second one includes usual red, and the one includes dark red and therefore other outputs 

are well defined. Written laws in this system cover all combinations of input parameters, this system has 90 

rules and each rule will result in a specific color.  

 

   
C B A 

 

Fig. 9: A) Original image. B) The output of the fuzzy inference system to separate red color, C) The output of  

the fuzzy inference system to separate brown color 

 

 According to the results of the tests, one of them can be seen in Figure 9, the performance of the system in 

image segmentation based on color is acceptable. The number of output images from the system was more 

because the light intensity and the intensity of color pixels are important and consider a different segmentation 

for pixels. For example, in Figure 9.A, red color has different intensities (light red, dark color,) this system leads 

each pixel to a separate section.  

 

Conclusion: 

 One method of color image segmentation is an algorithm that uses fuzzy color classification to do the 

segmentation process in HSL space. This algorithm is of high quality. Color image segmentation using fuzzy 

classification, is a classification method based on the pixels. In this paper, for segmentation of color images, a 

fuzzy inference system is designed based on expert knowledge that has provided satisfactory results due to the 

image.  

 Fuzzy classification is a supervised learning method based on the pixels that can be used in color image 

segmentation. This system was designed Using expert knowledge in the course of production rules, the number 

of membership functions for each input and output, type of membership functions and....  

 To increase the efficiency and reduce the number of rules in fuzzy color classification system, color image 

segmentation and fuzzy method based on optimization algorithm can be used. One of these algorithms is article 

swarm optimization (PSO) that is used in creating fuzzy optimization rules. Each particle of the population is 

characterized by a set of fuzzy rules. Optimized particle is evaluated by the function of fitness. in different 

generations particles take some values to optimize the function of fitness and repeat it so much so that the 

algorithms reach the maximum number of iterations or when the particle velocity is close to zero. Finally, the 

best particle with the best fitness criteria is selected as the best set of rules for fuzzy classification.  

 Using  GCPSO instead of PSO to  escape from local maximum exposure and using PSO and FCM 

algorithms, to generate the initial population and adding three gray, black and white colors to colors set because 

they do not have any color and only describe the colors, S, L are actions that can be applied to improve the 

efficiency of their algorithms.  
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